Investigation of Avoidance Assistance System for the Driver of a Personal Transporter Using Personal Space: A Simulation Based Study
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Abstract—This study describes a microscopic simulation model considering the interaction between a personal transporter and multiple pedestrians and proposed an avoidance assistance system using the concept of personal space, which is the space in which invasion by others induces a psychological strain. The simulation was examined under the condition that the personal transporter traveling toward pedestrian flow under different conditions of road width and different pedestrian densities. To evaluate the mutual effects of a personal transporter on nearby pedestrians, the invasion ratio and crossing time were introduced as evaluation indexes. The simulation results reveal that the effectiveness of the assistance system was clearly confirmed. In particular, the personal transporter equipped with the assistance system had invasion ratio and crossing time lower than those of the personal transporter without such system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The technological improvement of means of transportation has helped people travel in cities more conveniently and quickly. The development of internal combustion engine vehicles, especially automobiles, is one of the greatest achievements of modern technology enabling higher mobility in daily life. However, the large number of automobiles in use around the world has caused serious problems for the environment and human life. Air pollution, global warming, and the rapid depletion of fossil fuel are now problems of paramount concern. In recent decades, the research and development activities related to transportation have emphasized the development of highly efficient, clean, and safe transportation. Fully electric, hybrid, and fuel cell vehicles have been typically proposed to replace conventional ones [1], [2]. For short-distance trips, personal mobility vehicles (PMVs) or personal transporters (PTs) are expected as next-generation vehicles that offer potential benefits to solve the current problems, such as mobility issues of the elderly, downtown area revitalization, and development of low-carbon transportation systems [3]. Consequently, many types of two-wheeled PTs have been recently proposed, such as Segway [4] and Winglet [5]. However, injuries related to operating PTs have arisen [6], [7]. It is thus essential to consider the psychological effects of PTs on pedestrians when PTs are allowed to be used in pedestrian flows. There has been a growing trend toward the psychological effects of PTs on surrounding pedestrians [8]–[10].

To investigate the effects of a PT on nearby pedestrians, in this study, a simulation model based on the concept of personal space (PS) is constructed. Traffic simulation commonly employs macroscopic and microscopic models. A macroscopic model regards the traffic flow as a cluster whereas the microscopic model considers individuals in the traffic stream [11]–[13]. In this study, we built a microscopic model of a PT travelling in pedestrian flows and evaluate the effect of the avoidance assistance system for the PT to enhance the safety and comfort for surrounding pedestrians in the presence of PTs.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section II outlines the modeling and simulation, including the concept of an assistance system for a PT, analysis of behavior model of the PT, evaluation index, simulation condition. Simulation results are presented and discussed in Section III. Finally, Section IV provides conclusions and future work.

II. MODELING AND SIMULATION

A. Concept of Avoidance Assistance System

![Personal space of a pedestrian.](image-url)

Figure 1. Personal space of a pedestrian.
The concept of avoidance assistance system for a personal transporter was derived from the concept of personal space (PS), which is the space surrounding a pedestrian in which invasion by others induces a psychological strain. Most people may assess their PS and feel uncomfortable or fearful when their PS is encroached on [14]. Front and side PSs are frontal and lateral distances between two heads when one starts avoiding the other [15], as shown in Fig. 1.

To recognize the invasion, it is essential to determine the position of PTs and pedestrians. Fig. 3 shows the calculation model of multiple PTs travel toward pedestrians [16].

From the theory of personal space, we built boundaries that are similar shapes to the PS of the PT and pedestrian. When the PT travel against the pedestrian, PT’s boundary can be computed as the boundary of an ellipse

\[ S_{ij}(k) = \frac{D_{xij}^2(k)}{a_i^2(k)} + \frac{D_{yij}^2(k)}{b_i^2(k)} \]  

and pedestrian’s boundary can be calculated as

\[ S_{ji}(k) = \frac{D_{xji}^2(k)}{a_j^2(k)} + \frac{D_{yji}^2(k)}{b_j^2(k)} \]  

On the other hand, when the PT passes the pedestrian, the boundary of PT can be determined as a circumference

\[ S_{ij}(k) = \frac{D_{xij}^2(k) + D_{yij}^2(k)}{b_i^2(k)} \]  

and pedestrian’s boundary can be calculated as

\[ S_{ji}(k) = \frac{D_{xji}^2(k) + D_{yji}^2(k)}{b_j^2(k)} \]  

where \( D_{xij}(k), D_{yij}(k) \) are distances between PT \( i \) and pedestrian \( j \) in \( x \) and \( y \) directions, respectively whereas \( D_{xji}(k), D_{yji}(k) \) are distances between pedestrian \( j \) and PT \( i \); \( a_i(k), b_i(k), a_j(k), b_j(k) \) are front PS and side PS of PT \( i \) and of pedestrian \( j \), respectively.

By comparing the values with 1 we can determine if the PTs and/or pedestrians are within PS of others or not. If \( S_{ij}(k) \leq 1 \) then PS of PT \( i \) is invaded by pedestrian \( j \), and if \( S_{ji}(k) \leq 1 \) then PS of pedestrian \( j \) is invaded by PT \( i \).

B. Behavior of PT in the Flow of Pedestrians

1) PT with the avoidance assistance system

To recognize the invasion, it is essential to determine the position of PTs and pedestrians. Fig. 3 shows the calculation model of multiple PTs travel toward pedestrians [16].

From the theory of personal space, we built boundaries that are similar shapes to the PS of the PT and pedestrian. When the PT travel against the pedestrian, PT’s boundary can be computed as the boundary of an ellipse

\[ S_{ij}(k) = \frac{D_{xij}^2(k)}{a_i^2(k)} + \frac{D_{yij}^2(k)}{b_i^2(k)} \]  

and pedestrian’s boundary can be calculated as

\[ S_{ji}(k) = \frac{D_{xji}^2(k)}{a_j^2(k)} + \frac{D_{yji}^2(k)}{b_j^2(k)} \]  

On the other hand, when the PT passes the pedestrian, the boundary of PT can be determined as a circumference

\[ S_{ij}(k) = \frac{D_{xij}^2(k) + D_{yij}^2(k)}{b_i^2(k)} \]  

and pedestrian’s boundary can be calculated as

\[ S_{ji}(k) = \frac{D_{xji}^2(k) + D_{yji}^2(k)}{b_j^2(k)} \]  

where \( D_{xij}(k), D_{yij}(k) \) are distances between PT \( i \) and pedestrian \( j \) in \( x \) and \( y \) directions, respectively whereas \( D_{xji}(k), D_{yji}(k) \) are distances between pedestrian \( j \) and PT \( i \); \( a_i(k), b_i(k), a_j(k), b_j(k) \) are front PS and side PS of PT \( i \) and of pedestrian \( j \), respectively.

By comparing the values with 1 we can determine if the PTs and/or pedestrians are within PS of others or not. If \( S_{ij}(k) \leq 1 \) then PS of PT \( i \) is invaded by pedestrian \( j \), and if \( S_{ji}(k) \leq 1 \) then PS of pedestrian \( j \) is invaded by PT \( i \).
When a PT without an avoidance assistance system travels in a pedestrian flow, the behavior of the PT only depends on the PS of the PT. Initially, the PT travel toward pedestrians, the driver judges whether the pedestrians are within the PS of the PT. If a pedestrian enters the PS of the PT, then the process of avoidance will begin. Fig. 4 illustrates that a PT without an avoidance assistance system begins avoidance when a pedestrian enters the PS of the PT; meanwhile, the PT greatly invades the PS of the pedestrian. This may result in pedestrians feeling fearful and uncomfortable.

2) PT with the avoidance assistance system

To reduce the levels of fear and discomfort of pedestrians felt toward the PT, we proposed an assistance system for the PT. The behavior of the PT with an avoidance assistance system depends on both PSs of the PT and pedestrians. When a pedestrian invades the PS of the PT or when the PT enters the PS of a pedestrian, the PT then decelerates and avoids the pedestrian. The deceleration of the vehicle leads to a decrease in the PS of the pedestrian.

Fig. 5 shows the behavior of the PT equipped with the assistance system. By considering both the PS of the driver and the PSs of nearby pedestrians, the PT begins decelerating and avoiding a pedestrian when the PT starts invading the PS of the pedestrian even though the pedestrian is outside the PS of the PT. This may make the pedestrians feel safer and more comfortable when sharing space with a PT.

C. Evaluation Index

In this study, invasion ratio and crossing time are used to evaluate the effect of a PT on surrounding pedestrians [17]. The invasion ratio is defined as a physical index that expresses the extent to which the PS of a pedestrian is invaded, as depicted in Fig. 6. The invasion ratio ($I$) is expressed as

$$I = \frac{l_b}{l_a} \times 100\%$$

(5)

where $l_a$ is the length of the PS, and $l_b$ is the length of invasion.

The crossing time ($t_c$) is the time from when a PT enters the PS of a pedestrian to when the PT leaves the PS of the pedestrian. The average of the invasion ratio during the crossing time is referred to as the average invasion ratio $I_{av}$, which is expressed as

$$I_{av} = \frac{\int I(t)dt}{t_c}$$

(6)

where $I(t)$ is the instantaneous value of the invasion ratio.

The average invasion ratio for $N$ pedestrians ($\bar{I}_{av}$) is determined as

$$\bar{I}_{av} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{N} I_{avk}}{N}$$

(7)

where $I_{avk}$ is the average invasion ratio for pedestrian $k$.

D. Simulation Condition

In the simulation, a PT travels toward a flow of pedestrians, and the effect of the assistance system for the PT was investigated under the different conditions of pedestrian density. In this study, the simulation parameters for the simulation given in Table I were taken from previous studies [17]–[18].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder width [m]</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body thickness [m]</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head diameter [m]</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrians’ velocity [km/h]</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian density [people/m²]</td>
<td>0.1–0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian’s visual viewing angle [°]</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road width [m]</td>
<td>2.5–3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT width [m]</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT’s initial velocity [km/h]</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT’s acceleration [m/s²]</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver’s visual viewing angle [°]</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The simulation was examined under the condition that the PT encountered a flow of pedestrians, and the effects of the assistance system for the PT were investigated. We constructed a model with a PT traveling toward 10 pedestrians for different pedestrian densities of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 people/m$^2$, and under different conditions of road width. In this simulation, we assumed that there is no lag time. Therefore, the PT equipped with the assistance system will automatically decelerate and avoid a pedestrian as soon as recognizing the PS invasion of the PT.

### III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### A. PT and A Pedestrian

Figs. 7 and 8 show the behavior of a PT without and with the assistance system respectively when the PT travels toward a single pedestrian. Fig. 8 shows that the PS of the pedestrian decreases with a decrease in the velocity of the PT equipped with the assistance system because the size of the pedestrian's PS depends on the PT's velocity.

#### B. PT and Multiple Pedestrians

Fig. 11 shows the simulation results for the behavior of a PT without the assistance system (Figs. 11(a)) and with the assistance system (Figs. 11(b)), respectively, when the PT travels toward a pedestrian flow with a pedestrian density of 0.3 people/m$^2$. Fig. 11(b) shows a decrease in the pedestrian’s PS when the PT was equipped with the assistance system because the PT decelerated in recognition of its invasion of the pedestrian’s PS.

Fig. 12 shows the simulation results for the average invasion ratio for 10 pedestrians whereas Fig. 13 depicts the crossing time according to pedestrian density. The simulation results reveal that an increase in the pedestrian density led to more invasion of the pedestrians’ PSs by the PT and a longer crossing time because the PT finds it more difficult to avoid pedestrians at higher pedestrian density.

In addition, the simulation results are compared for the PT equipped with and without the assistance system. The results show that the PT equipped with the assistance system had an average invasion ratio that was lower than that for the PT without the assistance system.
In this study, we investigated the behavior model of a PT using the concept of personal space. In addition, the assistance system for PT was proposed and analyzed in different conditions of road width and pedestrian density. The findings show that the proposed assistance system was clearly effective by simulations. The results reveal that the PT equipped with the assistance system had an average invasion ratio lower than that for the PT without the assistance system. This study will be a key to lead to the development of PTs considering the psychological effects on pedestrians. Future work will concentrate on developing a prototype PT equipped with the assistance system.
system, then conduct experiments using such a PT, and analyze the driver’s reaction in order to verify the validity of our proposed method and the effectiveness of the assistance system for PTs. In addition, other evaluation factors such as avoidance angle will be considered in future studies.
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